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The weather looks like being fairly benign this weekend with some sun, some
cloud, and mild but not excessively warm temperatures. Some snow is likely in
the western and southwestern Alps later on Monday, spreading to many other
areas on Tuesday.
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Austria
Saturday will be mostly dry with variable cloud amounts, but some sunshine
too. It will be relatively mild once more with freezing levels above 2000m. There
will be very little change on Sunday and Monday, but probably more in the way
of sunshine (above any low lying valley fog).

France
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Saturday will be dry with sunny spells, but also areas of (mostly high) cloud
drifting around. It will be mild again (but not as mild as recently) with freezing
levels around 2500m. Sunday will be very similar although there should be more
in the way of sunshine and it will be slightly warmer.
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Monday should start bright, but cloud is likely to increase with the chance of
showers late in the day (snow possible above 1500m then 800m overnight).
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Saturday and Sunday should stay dry across all Italian resorts with plenty of
sunshine but also some areas of cloud drifting around from time to time. It will
be relatively mild (but not quite as warm as the week just gone) with freezing
levels typically close to 2500m.
Monday will see cloud thicken up in the western Italian Alps with the chance
of snow showers (1000m) later.

Fine today in the Monterosa region of Italy, as it will be for much of this weekend. This is
Antagnod  Photo: monterosaski.it

Switzerland
Saturday will be dry with sunny spells and relatively mild temperatures (freezing
levels around 2500m). Sunday will be similar, but perhaps with greater amounts
of sunshine and also slightly warmer.
On Monday it will be mostly dry with the best of any sunshine in the eastern

Swiss Alps. Further west cloud is likely to thicken later in the day with the chance
of some showers later (some snow above 1500m dropping to under 1000m
later).
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A mixture of sun and cloud is likely in the Portes du Soleil this weekend. This is Les Crosets  Photo:
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Outlook:
The outlook is very uncertain but it looks like turning considerably colder in the
middle to latter part of next week with the chance of some mostly light snow
here and there.

Next detailed snow forecast will be on Monday 13 January 2014, but see
Today in the Alps for daily updates
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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